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ACROSTICS

Acrostic patterns contained in the Armenian liturgy
According to the Merriam Webster Dictionary, “Acrostics

pertains to a compositional device usually in verse, in which sets of letters

(such as the initial or final letters of the lines) taken in order, form a word or

phrase or a regular sequence of letters of the alphabet.” More specifically,

Acrostics contain a recurring pattern in which the first word, syllable or

letter in each paragraph or line, spells out a message, name or sentence.

Acrostic patterns may be found in the construction of sharagons

that are contained in the Armenian liturgy. These Acrostic patterns are only

found in compositions that are written in verse. Since the sharagon was

originally in prose, Acrostic patterns did not appear in the sharagons until

the 7th Century and thereafter as the sharagon text began to appear in the

form of verse.

There are examples of Acrostic patterns used in the prayers of the

Armenian liturgy where successive verses begin with the letters of the

Armenian alphabet. These are called alphabetical Acrostics. When the

letters of the alphabet are used in their appropriate order, they are called

perfectly preserved Acrostic patterns. When every other letter of the

Armenian Alphabet is used, it is called an imperfectly preserved Acrostic.
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Authors of sharagons that contain acrostics are Nerses Shnorhali

(1102-1273), Khachadour Daronatsi (1165-1220), Catholicos Gomidas (7th

Century) and Giragos Yerzungatzi (14th Century) to mention a few. Below

you will find an array of examples of the variety of Acrostics that are

contained in the Armenian sharagons.

A sharagon in which the first letter of the first word of each verse,

spell out the authors name is "Khorhoort Khoreen" (Խորուրդ Խորին) or

known as the "Hymn of Vesting." The composer is Khachadour Daronatzi in

which he spells his first name (Խաչատուր) in the eight verses of this

sharagon.

See example #1 below
In the hymn "Norasdeghdzyal" (Նորաստեղծեալ), the composer Nerses

Shnorhali also spells out his first name Nerses (Ներսես) in the six verses of

this hymn.

See example #2 below
Perfectly Preserved Acrostics

Two sharagons, where successive verses begin with the letters of

the Armenian alphabet in their appropriate order are, “Aravod Louso” and

“Andzink Nuviriyalk.” In the sharagon “Aravod Louso” by Nerses

Shnorhali, there are thirty-six verses, one for each letter of the Armenia

alphabet. However, Nerses Shnorhali goes one step further. Each verse
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contains three phrases and each phrase also starts with the same alphabet

letter that its verse represents.1

See example #3 below
Another perfectly preserved Acrostic is by the 7th Century composer,

Catholicos

Gomidas. This sharagon is called “Andzink Nuviriyalk” (Անձինք Նըւիրեալք.)

This sharagon also contains thirty-six verses which form a perfectly

preserved Acrostic of the entire Armenia alphabet. (No example provided,

however, it may be found in the following book.)

ՇԱՐԱԿԱՆ (Sharagon) ՀՈԳԵՒՈՐ ԵՐԳՈՑ (Spiritual Songs), Printed St. Hagop

Seminary, Jerusalem, p. 573-582, 1936.

The Armenian alphabet, as we know it, contains thirty-nine letters. At

the time of its creation (406 A.D.) there were only thirty-six letters. The last

two letters were not added until the late 12th Century and a 39th letter, a

character created from the shapes of two previous letters, in order to obtain

the sound "yev'' with one letter. With this in mind, examining the alphabet

letters contained within the text of various sharagons, it is possible for

researchers to be able to surmise the approximate dates that sharagons were

composed.

More Examples
1 P. 658-659: Text copied from an old incomplete book which unfortunately does not contain the title or
author’s name
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Performed on Maundy Thursday of the Holy Week, Nerses Shnorhali has

composed six hymns, which in their proper order, form a perfectly preserved

Acrostic. All thirty-six letters of the Armenian alphabet occur within these

six sharagons: "Aysor Anjar",

"Eleetz Zorensun", "Khnamov Seerooin", "Jarakayt,” “Char Gabanatz” and
“Daradzyal.”2 (See example #4 below. Only the first six letters in order to
save space)

An example of an imperfectly preserved Acrostic pattern written
by Nerses
Shnorhali, is “Ashkhar Amenayn.” Here, successive verses use every other

letter of the Armenian alphabet.

See example #5 below
There are Acrostic patterns where the first letter in each word of

successive verses spell out a short phrase. One such example is found in the

three hymns composed for Good Friday of the Holy Week by Nerses

Shnorhali. The first letter in each word of the successive verses of the

hymns “Norokogh Deeyezeratz,” “Yedoom Umbel” and
2
ՇԱՐԱԿԱՆ (Sharagon) ՀՈԳԵՒՈՐ ԵՐԳՈՑ (Spiritual Songs), Printed St. Hagop Seminary, Jerusalem, p.

346-360, 1936.
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“Paraparelov uz elee” spell out “Nerses ee e Pans,” which means the
“Creation of
Nerses.”3 (No example due to the large size of the file)

In another composition of Shnorhali entitled “Norahrash,” its ten
verses spell out
“Nerses ee yerk” which means the “Song of Nerses.” From the same book

mentioned above p. 755-758). (No example due to the large size of the file)

The final example is the sharagon "Arevyelk Kerarpeen" which is

composed by Giragos Yerzungatzi. This composition contains 36 verses.

The first thirty-six verses outline a perfectly preserved Acrostic of the entire

alphabet. In the last two verses, the first letter of each line spells out

"Giragos Vartabed", which is the author's first name and religious rank

(hierarchy.)4 (No example due to the large size of the file)

3
ՇԱՐԱԿԱՆ (Sharagon) ՀՈԳԵՒՈՐ ԵՐԳՈՑ (Spiritual Songs), Printed St.

Hagop Seminary, Jerusalem, p. 360-364, 1936.
4

ՇԱՐԱԿԱՆ (Sharagon) Spiritual Songs (ՀՈԳԵՒՈՐ ԵՐԳՈՑ), Printed St.
Hagop Seminary, Jerusalem, p. 993-1002, 1936.
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Example #1: “Khorhoort Khoreen"
"Khorhoort Khoreen" (Խորուրդ Խորին) or known as the "Hymn of Vesting."
The composer Khachadour Daronatzi spells his first name (Խաչատուր) in

the eight verses of this sharagon.

Example #2:“Norasdeghdzyal”
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The composer Nerses Shnorhali spells out his first name Nerses (Ներսես) in

the six verses of this hymn.

Example 3: “Aysor Anjar”
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Only the first six letters of the alphabet in order to save space.

In the sharagon “Aravod Louso” Nerses Shnorhali composed these

thirty-six verses, one for each letter of the Armenia alphabet. However,

Shnorhali goes one step further. Each verse contains three phrases and each

phrase also starts with the same alphabet letter that its verse represents.
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Example #4:“Aravod Louso” page one.

Example #4:“Aravod Louso” page two.
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Example #5: “Ashkhar Amenayn.”


